What would you change to make the library space work better for you?

Summary of themes

General category by frequency:

- Atmosphere – 79
- Technology – 55
- Food & drink – 35
- Rooms & room use policies – 23
- Hours – 20
- Access to power – 14
- Things students like - 13
- services - 8
- whiteboards – 7
- resources - 5
- Awareness - 4
- Law library – 3
- Other ideas – 7

Atmosphere – 79 comments

- 11 mentioned more comfortable study areas
- 10 mentioned more or better enforced quiet areas
Technology – 55 comments

- laptop printing – 30
- better/faster computers – 5
- more printers - 4
- better printers - 3
- more computers – 3
- better wifi
- ability to reserve a computer for a specific time
- CD drives
- DVD drives
- more accessible adapters for computers & projectors
- more Apple connectors for multiple monitors
- more consistent technology (SPSS on all computers)
- projectors
- scan on every floor
- staplers, tape & printing on every floor
- updated editing software, in the library, not just other buildings with limited access

Food & drink – 35 comments
Rooms & room use policies – 23 comments
- more group study rooms – 2
- more individual study rooms – 1
- more study rooms - 3
- more privacy in study rooms - 4
- longer room checkout - 3
- easier access to study rooms
- use study rooms without reservations/keys/return period
- bigger group study rooms
- brainstorming room
- independent conference rooms
- more soundproof rooms
- presentation practice rooms
- sound proof scream room
- study rooms like OU’s

Hours – 20
- 24/7 – 4
- Later/longer - 8
- More weekend hours – 6
- Longer listening library hours – 1
- Longer hours for printing – 1

Things students like – 13 comments
- enjoy cubical areas
- general
- good variety
- great place to study
- is spacious & convenient
- just do more
- large tables on 2nd floor
- likes current space
- likes library, but prefers studying in room
- noise levels by floor
- pleased
- space is good
- space works

Services – 8 comments
- assistance with writing
- computer support
- computer support
- more assistance
- more assistance with proofreading
- nursing tutors
- proofreading
- tutors

### Whiteboards – 7 comments
- need more x 5
- better dry erase markers
- refresh, better erasing

### Resources – 5 comments
- more books
- more leisure reading
- more newspapers (New York Times)
- more nursing journals
- not having to wait on articles

### Awareness – 4 comments
- better marketing of services (ILL)
- better marketing of spaces
- easier to find things
- individual study rooms

### Other ideas – 7 comments
- all computer on one side
- check in spot to find the location of a group computer on each floor to look up call numbers
- likes maker space idea
- more parking
- Rooms more organized
- scanning instructions by printers

### Law library – 3 comments
- better enforcement of quiet areas
- better enforcement of quiet areas
- more study rooms

### Don’t know – 11 comments